
Term 5 - How does your garden grow? 

Fee Fi Fo Fum! This term we will be learning all about plants and things that 
grow and in science seeing if our own beanstalks can reach the clouds. We will 
also be investigating questions such as ‘where is the best place to grow a plant?’. 

During our topic sessions we will be exploring our local environment using maps. I 
wonder if we can spot the bear on our bear hunt! 

We are kick-starting the term with Jack and The Beanstalk and alternative 
versions of the story and seeing if we can create our own magical scenes in the 
clouds.   

We will continue to develop our reading and writing through fantastic phonics 
and adding to our repertoire of sounds. 

As mathematicians we will be looking at height, length, weight and capacity and 
seeing if we can find suitable equipment for our friend the giant alongside 
developing our place value skills.  

Term 6 - On the move 

As we reach our final term, Acorns will be thinking about different modes of 
transport, exploring different countries in the world and looking at where Dino 
Dragon will go on his Holidays! We will be learning about position and direction, 
alongside consolidating our place value skills in maths.  

During topic, we will be seeing if we can put our impressive mapping skills to the 
test and follow them all the way to Kearsney Abbey. 

We will be preparing ourselves for the next chapter of school life and 
participating in transition settings alongside beginning to welcome our new 
Acorns who will be joining our school in September. 

We will be learning about the human body in science alongside investigating the 
best ways to make different vehicles move. 

Lastly, we will also continue our fabulous phonics and keep improving our ability 
to read and write alongside our ability to blend and segment! 

Please come and talk to us if you wish to find out anymore. We will be in contact 
soon to keep you informed of any important information and also events that are 
coming soon.  



 


